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panic.
I can't continue, he thought. I'll be lost in here
forever. I mist finish it. I must face the demon.
By finally deciding to face he demon, he realized
that he had finally stopped denying the inevitable.
Frin said he would decide whether to despair or conquer. Now he must decide which. And with that, a
calm resolve pervaded him.
He clenched the shard in his hands, taking comfort from the sharp edges, and stared at the demon
approaching through the haze. As the two adversaries drew closer, Reget realized that it wasn't
Senter approaching him. It occurred to him that
Senter hadn't even entered the tower. This was
something else. The face was narrow, its size was
equal to his own and its eyes were - sad. Regel
drew closer. As he did so, the milky haze began to
dissipate and the opaque crystal began to clear.
The creature -- the person, Reget decided -- was
wearing clothes similar to his own: a loose cotton
shirt and trousers. What Regel had taken for a vicious sneer was, instead, a grim frown. And what he
thought was anger, was actually a look of desperation and pleading.
As the crystal continued to clear, Reget realized
that he was separated from the demon by a wall of
crystal. He reached for the wall, and the figure mirrored the movement. It's not a wall -- it's a reflection! I'm looking at myself!
Then the image faded. The tower disappeared as
well, and Regel found himself slumped against an
outcropping of rock. He was staring at the now clear
crystal shard he held in his hand.
Regel slowly limped back to Frin, constantly
churning the events in the tower through his mind.
He slept deeply that night, and arose ear1y. Near the
end of the day, he arrived back, and found Frin waiting for him.
"Did you find what you sought?" the old man
asked.
"No. Not what I sought. But I think I found what
you hoped I would."
"You did? And what was that?"
"What I found was a castle. That is, I created a
castle that was reflection of myself, and I entered it.
But what I discovered was myself. That was the
treasure I found. The treasure was a glimpse of my
soul.·
Frin nodded. "But that merely begins your search.
You must continue to quest after understanding of
yourself. But you did face your own demon, who is
far more powerful than any, including Senter."
"What has happened to Senter?"
"You'll still have to face him. But only Senter. He
won't be able to use your self-deception against
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you. But be careful. Your pride is what started your
downfall. It could still lead to it."
Regel displayed the shard. "I'll keep this to
remind me. When you gave it to me. it was opaque.
Now its clear." He pocketed the crystal. He looked
around at the barren landscape. He was beginning
to find its solitude inviting.
"What do I do now?" Reget asked.
"There are less painful. though more time consuming, methods of reaching your magic,"
"And you would teach them to me?" Regel was
surprised.
"Yes."
"Thank you."
The shadows lengthened, and Frin entered his
home and lit a lamp. Regel, however. stopped at
the well. He pulled up the pail of water and studied
his reflection. Then he gently dipped his cupped
hand into the water and sipped.

PREDICTIONS
by John Grey
Light pokes through
the sculptured lions
atop the battlements,
seeks out oriel windows
above the great hall,
splashes a fist of yellow
onto the shimmery floor,
carves a diagram
with its gossamer hand,
a paint-brush of prophesy,
and mystics stare
into this heavenly pattern.
predict wars. victories,
births, deaths.
On days
when cloud cover
blocks out the rays
of the sun.
seers sit idly by,
cursing the whims
of nature
while kings breathe
more easily,
relieved that there
is no future.

